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Abstract— We introduce an efficient batch oriented authentication 
and key agreement (AKA) protocol named VAS-AKA to 
authenticate multiple requests sent from different mobile users 
simultaneously for value added services. The performance 
evaluation of VAS-AKA is presented in terms of communication 
and computation overhead, batch and re-batch verification delay. 
Using this protocol, the authentication server efficiently able to 
verify authentication requests sent from multiple mobile users at a 
time. Authors claim that this is the first batch oriented symmetric 
key protocol which provides value added services to the mobile 
users securely. 
Index Terms—Authentication, batch verification, security, VAS 
 
1. Introduction 
Presently, mobile and telecommunications industries are one of 
the fastest growing industries worldwide. Their technologies are 
useful in environments where a mobile user purchase value added 
services (VAS) through a value-added service provider (VASP). 
However, this mobile scenario places a number of restrictions on 
the design of suitable security protocols.  
Research Problem: We introduce a scenario for value added 
services, where multiple mobile users (MS) send authentication 
requests to the authentication server (AS). It’s a challenge for the 
AS to verify and authenticate maximum number of MS based on 
its capacity to handle multiple authentications in an efficient way. 
Most significantly, a mobile user typically has limited 
computational capabilities compared to an entity in a fixed 
network. Thus the necessary computational effort made by any 
protocol should be minimized. It is expected that in the future, the 
constraints related to VASP’s performance may arise which may 
lead to a bottleneck during multiple authentication requests at the 
same time. For this reason, we also focus on the computational 
effort required by the VASP, seeking to minimize it as much as 
possible. Moreover, the communications bandwidth between the 
user and VASP may be limited, hence the size of messages used 
for communication in the protocol should be kept as small as 
possible. 
Existing Solutions: There are many solutions have been proposed 
by various researchers for value added services in vehicular ad-
hoc networks [1], [2], [3] [4], [5]. However, in the literature, we 
did not find any batch verification protocol, providing value 
added services to the mobile users. Thus, it is strongly required to 
implement such application oriented protocols to facilitate the 
mobile users with different value added services where server 
receives requests in bulk at any point of time such as m-
commerce, e-ticket booking services like railway reservation, 
match tickets etc. through the mobile phones. 
Key Contribution: We propose and present an efficient 
authentication and key agreement protocol named VAS-AKA for 
securely providing value added services to the mobile users. The 
highlights of the proposed protocol are as follows: (1) This 
protocol handles multiple authentication requests at a time or in a 
fixed (very less) time duration. (2) The protocol provides mutual 
authentication between each mobile user (MS) and the 
authentication server (AS). (3) The original identity of the MS is 
kept private during the transmission of information over the 

network. (4) In one way multiple/single authentication request(s) 
process from device (mobile phone) to the server, the VAS-AKA 
protocol reduces 11.12%, 33.34%, 61.65%, and 66.47% 
transmission bandwidth as compared to the IBV, ABAKA, BLS 
and ECDSA-AKA protocols respectively. (5) From server to the 
device one way multiple/single authentication request(s) process, 
the VAS-AKA lowers the communication bandwidth as 80% and 
90.5% as compared to the ABAKA and ECDSA-AKA protocols. 
(6) The authors claim that this is the first batch oriented 
symmetric key protocol which securely delivers value added 
services to the mobile users. 
 
2. Proposed Protocol: VAS-AKA 
Solution: One way to better handle multiple authentication 
requests simultaneously is to perform a batch authentication 
process for all the incoming requests at one time or in fixed time 
duration. But there may be one or more invalid request(s) 
generated by an adversary. In such case first task is to identify the 
invalid request(s) and remove them from the batch, then perform 
re-batch authentication process. But off course, we have to pay 
additionally cost for every re-batch authentication process. 
We present an efficient authentication and key agreement 
protocol named VAS-AKA as shown in Figure 1 which provides 
a batch oriented mutual authentication between AS and the iMS . 
Let ‘m’ be the total number of authentication requests generated 
by various mobile users iMS  to the authentication server (AS) at 
one time or in a fixed interval. Initially, each MS chooses a 
random number ik  (1< ik  < m) of 128-bits, generates current 
timestamp iT (64-bits) and iDK  key (128-bits) where 

)(1 ii TfDK
iSK

 . In fact, this iDK is generated at both MS as 

well as the AS with a shared secret key iSK  (128-bits) which is 
stored on the AS and onto the SIM card at the time of 
manufacturing. We consider that the authentication center (AuC) 
is a part of this authentication server (AS). Next, every iMS  
computes iii IMSIkX .  and signature (128-bits) as 

mGDKkS iii mod).(   where (.) is bitwise X-OR operation and G 
is the identity of service provider. Each iMS  computes 

)||(2 iii TIMSIfTID   to prevent the transmission of original 

iIMSI  over the network which obviates the ID theft, eavesdrop 
and man-in-the-middle attacks. Now, each iMS  sends an 
authentication request as ( iiii TIDSXT ,,, ) to the AS. On 
receiving the authentication requests, the AS computes 

)||(2 iii TTIDfIMSI   and corresponding iDK  with the help of 

iSK . The function 2f  is just like any reversible symmetric 
encryption function where the plain text and shared key 
(timestamp here), generate cipher text and the cipher text and 
same key (timestamp) are able to produce the original plain text. 
Here, the functions f1 and f2 are kept private from public release. 



 
Fig. 1. Proposed VAS-AKA Protocol 

 
In the same way function f2 works to compute iIMSI  (128-bits) 
and iTID  (128-bits) with iT . Next, the AS computes 
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all iMS  are successfully verified by the AS otherwise one or 
more iMS are malicious or invalid and then it requires re-batch 
authentication. In the re-batch authentication process, first the AS 
finds the invalid iMS with a detection algorithm. AS removes the 
invalid iMS  from the batch and again computes 
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number of invalid iMS . Then the AS compares
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holds then the all iMS  are authenticated by the AS otherwise 
repeat the re-batch authentication process. Finally AS sends all 

iP  to the respective iMS . All the iMS  computes iii IMSIDKP .'  
and compare it with the received iP . If both are equal then the AS 
is verified by all the iMS otherwise the particular iMS  terminates 
the connection and resend the authentication request to the AS. 
 
3. Performance Evaluation 
 Communication Overhead: We can observe two graphs in the 
Figure 2(a) where the VAS-AKA protocol generates minimum 
transmission overhead. The VAS-AKA produces a minimum 
number of transmitted bytes during the m-authentication request 
process where m = 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000. In one way 
multiple/single authentication request(s) process as shown in 
Figure 2(b) from device to the server, the VAS-AKA protocol is 

able to reduce 11.12%, 33.34%, 61.65%, and 66.47% 
transmission bandwidth as compared to the IBV, ABAKA, BLS 
and ECDSA-AKA protocols respectively. Similarly, in the 
transmission of bytes from server to the device for one way 
multiple/single authentication request(s) process shown in Figure 
2(c), VAS-AKA lower the bandwidth as 80% and 90.5% as 
compared to the ABAKA and ECDSA-AKA protocols. In the 
Figure 2(a) and 2(c), IBV and BLS protocols do not send any 
information (byte) from the server to the device, thus have 
considered zero values. 
 Computation Overhead (in units): Single Authentication (i = 1): 
Computation at MS = 6; Computation at AS = 6; Multiple/Batch 
Authentication (i = 2, 3… m): Computation at MS = 6; 
Computation at AS = 9 
Verification Delay (in nanoseconds): We have performed these 
operations on a Intel Core i3-2330M 2.20GHz machine with 
Windows7 OS in JDK1.7 environment. The execution time to 
perform each operation, i.e. addition, multiplication (bitwise 
XOR) and subtraction, is addT  = 933, mulT  = 30322, and subT  = 
933 nanosec. Single Authentication: Verification delay for MS = 
91899+ ()1fT + ()2fT , Verification delay for AS = 30322; 
Multiple/Batch Authentication: Verification delay for MS = 
m*63443+ ()1* fTm + ()2* fTm +28456, Verification delay for 
AS = m*30322. 
Re-batch Verification Delay: Verification delay = 2799*(m-t) 
+31255 nanosec. 
 
4. Future Plan 
1. Implementation of standard algorithms in place of f1 and f2. 
2. Simulation in wireless cellular networks 
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Fig. 2. (a) Single Authentication, (b) Multiple Authentication: Device to the Server, (c) Multiple Authentication: Server to the Device 


